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Welcome to Week 6 of the 2023 season! We are over
halfway through our Krispy Kreme fundraiser, and we
have made a ton of progress! Use this link to purchase
donut vouchers to support the team.

We have made a lot of progress on the robot this week
and are getting closer to competitions! Marketing has
also been very busy with preparing for competition. We
have been planning for competitions and have been
getting a lot done. Check out the progress from each
sub-team below.

https://www.groupraise.com/offer-campaigns/7704-technical-difficulties-4085-krispy-kreme-digital-dozens#get-your-dozens


The mechanical sub-team has been hard at work on the
robot--which is almost done! They have finalized the
arm/intake for the robot and are only one step away from
taking it over to the next stage.
 
The electrical sub-team has planned and rearranged their
electrical board and have figured out their next steps for
success. Electrical has also worked with outreach to plan
Tobi's Toys ideas and recruitments.

The fabrication sub-team began making our shirts for this
season and worked on assembling in-grids for the practice
field.

The software sub-team worked on the autonomous mode
for the robot and created an auto-leveling system for the
charge station of the field!

Marketing Team
The outreach sub-team is recruiting people for Tobi’s
Toys. On top of that, they are brainstorming team spirit
ideas for competition! 

The business sub-team is creating our team’s
business plan for this season, and reaching out to
potential sponsors.
 
The media sub-team finished editing the FIRST Impact
video, and are also working on making buttons, social
media posts, and more!
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